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We Report On & Publish Endless Weekly
Waves Of Environmentally Friendly Good News,
Inspirational Stories & Positive Solutions
All Around The World To Help Make
People’s Lives Better.
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way of ending
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The 3 Steps You Must Make To
Breakthrough And Be Happy In 2019

By Derek White © January 2019
“To be, or not
to be, that is
the question”
By
William
Shakespeare

debated
that
William’s name
was used as a
pseudonym
by
some other person
who did not want
Those Famous to be seen as a
lines
written playwright.
by
William
Shakespear from Anyway
I
around the year digress
too
1616 are now much but I had
etched in history to write that for
and are used by the
historians
myself today to and
debaters
make
a point on the subject
about Breaking of
William
Through
and Shakespeare :-).
Making
your
Dreams a Reality.
So back to: “To
be, or not to
H o w e v e r be, that is the
the
debate question”.
that
William
Shakespear wrote When it comes to
even
a single a person wanting
word or line of to make a dream
poetry is a fierce or goal come true
and contentious they have to make
one by many a Very Real and
experts
and Very
Strong
historians.
Decision to go
through with the
It
is
said actions necessary
that
William in order for them
S h a k e s p e a r to achieve that
revered
as dream or goal and
the
greatest “BE” the person
author
in that acheives That
the
English Goal.
language was
totally
illiterate This is one of
and
could the few ways that
not even write they will be able
a
complete to breakthrough
sentence.
To w h a t e v e r
this day no one they have to
anywhere
has b r e a k t h r o u g h
found a single to achieve their
manuscript that dream or goal.
can be certified
and proven to This may sound
be written
by very basic and
W i l l i a m already known by
Shakespeare. It a lot of people
is also fiercely and they
may

question it as any
new or different
approach
to
enable them to
Breakthrough.
The reason why
I am saying this
is that I have
heard
endless
amounts
of
people complain
or say that they
are unable to
breakthrough
to whatever it is
that they want to
achieve.
When I say
people have to
make a Very
Real and a Very
Strong Decision
to succeed, I
mean they have
to literally brush
aside any and
all negative or
weak emotions
or thoughts that
say in some way,
shape or form that
they cannot do
what is required
to make their
dream or goal a
reality.
People
also
forget.
Article
continued
on
page...24.
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Did You Know That We Are Now
Pumping Out Good News And Positive
Solutions To Thousands Of People In
Over 20 Countries Every Week?
Can you help us spread the word even further by
subscribing to our Newspaper for just $3.30 Per week?
If you can please click “HERE” to be taken to
our home page to subscribe. Thank you :-).
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How To Get An Audience To Believe
What You Are Saying
By Dr Jim Anderson

So
why do
you bother to give
speeches? If you are
like the rest of us,
you understand the
importance of public
speaking and feel that
you know something
that will be of value to
your audience and you
are willing to share it.
Deep down inside, a
small
part of you
hopes that by going
to all of the effort of
giving this speech
you’ll be able to
change
the world
even if it is only in
some small way.
Well I’ve got some
news for you. This
isn’t going to happen
if your audience
doesn’t believe you.
Do you know how to
make that happen?
How To Get Your
Audience To Believe
You?
In order to get your
next audience to
believe what you are
telling them, you are
going to have to come
across to them as being
trustworthy.
In order to make
this happen there are
several things that you
are going to have to
do while you deliver
your speech in order to

make your audience and visual, that your
believe you:
audience is agreeing
with what you are
•
Know Your telling them. If they
Objective:
are, then they are
believing what you
There is no way are telling them.
that you’re going to
be able to get an •
Always Follow
audience to believe Up:
what you are telling
them if you don’t During almost all
know why you are of our presentations,
telling it to them.
we make promises
to our audiences. A
You have to pick a key part of
getting
single objective for our
audience
to
your speech and make believe us has to do
it be crystal clear in with following up on
your head so that our promises. If we
your audience can do what we said that
believe that you know we were going to do,
why you are talking then all of a sudden
with them.
we become that much
more believable.
•
K.I.S.S: Keep
It Simple, Stupid.
What All Of This
Means For You.
Your audience is
only going to be able It’s not easy giving
to believe you if they a speech. As long as
can understand what we’re going to go to
you are telling them. the effort to create,
practice, and then
What this means for deliver a speech we
you is that if you sure would like to
make your speech think that we’re going
too long or if you to make an impact
try to pack too much on our audience by
information into it, sharing the benefits of
then they are not public speaking.
going to be able to
absorb what you are In order for this to
trying to tell them. happen, we’re going
Instead,
keep
it to have to make sure
short and limit your that they believe us.
information content.
Making that happen
•
Listen To Your is the difficult part.
Audience:
If you are going
Even as you deliver to be believed, then
your speech, your you are going to
audience is going to be have to know what
talking to you. Are you the objective of the
going to be listening speech that you’re
to them? What you giving is.
need to be looking for
is signs, both verbal Your audience can

only handle so much what you are telling
new
information them.
and so you need to
be careful to
not This
does
not
overload them.
happen automatically,
instead you are going
As you give your to have to work at it.
speech, it’s going to
be up to you to get However,
the
affirmations
from benefits of having an
your audience so that audience believe what
you know that they you tell them can be
are believing what very, very powerful.
you are telling them.
Dr. Jim Anderson
“America’s
#1
As you give your U n f o r g e t t a b l e
speech, take the time B u s i n e s s
to listen to what your Communication Skills
audience is trying to
tell you because this Coach”
will make you more h t t p : / / w w w .
believable. If you
make
promises to
your audience during
your speech, make
sure that you follow
up on them.
The good news is
that you can make
your audience believe
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Don’t Leave It Too Late To Live
Your Dream! Because
Too many people
spend their whole
lives chasing a pay
cheque to pay off
their home only to
get to about 55 60 years old and
suddenly wonder
where their life has
disappeared to.
We
here
at
the Good News
Newspaper
are
constantly on the

go living our dream shortly be opening
so we can help you up a 24/7 online
live your dream.
free to join webinar
program that will
There is a way out literally blow your
if you are looking cotton socks off to
and are prepared to help you on your
join together with way to live your
other people
to dream. Keep a look
work together as out for it because
one united team.
you
will
kick
yourself if
you
You can join our miss out.
dream
delivery
service. We will

Dream
Delivery
Service

© Derek White 2014 - 2018
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“Smile, It Is The Key That Fits The Lock Of
Everybody’s Heart”
Anthony J, D’Angelo
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The Lazy Way To
Advertising Riches
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http://www.brettmcfall.com/chapter.html

Brett McFall’s
McProducts
LEVEL 1: How to master the art of marketing your
business ... especially if you’re a beginner
THE LAZY WAY TO ADVERTISING RICHES: Are you
new to marketing your business? First rule: Don’t spend
thousands on an ad agency or marketing consultant. Use my
course that is perfect for beginners, and especially good if
you’re “lazy.” And guess what? You can trial it for FREE.
Click here for more.

Don’t Forget To Take A Visit To Warner Brothers
Studio Tour In London UK

https://www.wbstudiotour.co.uk/
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If You Want Success Maybe You Should

Think About Doing The Dale Carnegie Course
"It is vital to be able to communicate with
others. It adds at least 50% to your
value. I took the Dale Carnegie
Programme and it changed my
life." - Warren Buffett, world's
richest man, BBC Interview
2009
Go To http://www.dalecarnegie.com/

Garden Decoration From Junk
she grew up in. At
HorsesWest
she
passes on generations
of knowledge, humor
and lore for your
enjoyment.
Article Source: http://
EzineArticles.com/
expert/Ann_Edall_
This book provides Robson/1017019
an abundance of
pictures that will give
you every opportunity
to invent an end
product that would
add
personality to
your decor both inside
and out.
herbs. Books and foot
wear that have been
damaged
beyond
repair or restoration
once again come alive
and will become the
center of conversation
when used as planters.

In recent years, flea
markets, junk yards,
garage
and
yard
sales, basements and
attics have all been
recognized as treasure
chests. These places
are home to antiques,
memorabilia and junk.

character like no other.
The operative word
here is imagination
and after reading
this book, you will
chastise yourself for
throwing out some
perfectly good garden
accessories.

For the people who
have a vision of
resurrecting cast-offs
found in these places,
The book Garden
Decoration From Junk
is one to read before
setting out on your
quest. The book will
certainly brings new
meaning to container
gardening and garden
accessories!

Everything from tin
cans to car springs
and cutlery can be
incorporated into your
outdoor setting. Your
deck, patio and yard
can have
unique
pieces that will not
be found at the local
garden
and
yard The old adage that
decorating centers.
one man’s junk is
another man’s treasure
Visualize old garden is confirmed in page
tools as a support for after page in this
clematis, scarlet runner intriguing book by
beans or sweet peas. Leeann MacKenzie.
Metal containers such
as pots, buckets and Ann Edall Robson
tin cans housing your embraces the lifestyle

A little imagination,
along with the unique
suggestions from the
pages of this book and
your yard will have a

By Ann Edall Robson
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How Do I Stop My Puppy’s Barking
When I Leave?
By Corrinne

Separation anxiety
is a common cause of
barking for puppies
since they are now
in a new environment
away
from their
pack.

your dog initially.

her from chewing
your furniture (or
brand new shoes like
my pup did!) and
relieving herself on
your carpet.

This may sound
mean and it may
well be hard since
our pets are always
excited to see us.
There’s nothing like But you can’t keep
U n c e r t a i n t y a wiggly, smiling her in a crate for
creates stress.
puppy coming at you! long periods of time.
(Puppies under 6
Dogs use barking For sensitive dogs, months should only
as a stress reliever your excitement can be left for about 3 - 4
like humans use make the anxiety hours.)
crying or yelling.
deepen.
Exercise is often
How does one Dogs feed off our underestimated. Give
stop their puppy’s energy. By ignoring your puppy a nice
barking when they your dog, who is a long walk or a robust
leave?!
little too over the bout of play before
top for you, you you leave.
Separation anxiety will keep your high
requires
different energy down, a step I can never say it
training methods than in the process of enough, “A tired dog
one would use for a teaching your pup is a happy owner”
dog barking at the that it’s not a big - and
a happy
front door or at the deal that you were neighbor. Your pup
neighbor.
gone.
will be tired, so sleep
will most likely be
I don’t recommend Create an “I’m what she does when
using any ultrasonic solo and I love it” you leave versus
sound devices for experience for your barking.
this particular type dog. Give them
of barking. Imagine something with your Creating a confident
if you were stressed scent on it, such as dog
isn’t always
and you had an a worn out T-shirt going to happen
irritating
sound or blanket. You can overnight. It depends
bombarding you - It easily turn a T-shirt on the dog. Some
wouldn’t make you into a
pillow or may only need a
feel better. In fact, stuffie that they week or two of
I’ve found that dogs can cuddle with to training; others need
bark more, not less.
provide comfort.
months. Stick with
the process, though,
While there are Give them a very because success is
products, such as a special treat that beautiful!
comfort shirt, you they only
receive
want to incorporate when you are away.
other
trainings A frozen Kong toy
along with changing filled with peanut
some of your own butter will keep
behavior.
your pup busy for
hours, the perfect
P o s i t i v e distraction!
reinforcement
is
key along with a If used properly,
variety of behavioral the crate can be an
trainings.
excellent way to
keep your puppy
When you leave or feeling
secure come home, ignore along with keeping

Where Have You Gone!
I Miss You So Much!

I’m
a strong
advocate for humane,
safe methods for
training dogs.
There is no need for
shock!
At Good Life, we
support and provide
training tools that
help you and your dog
have a healthy, happy
relationship.

ultimatebarkcontrol.
com/ (and check out
the blog as well)
to find the tools
and training to stop
barking and other
“bad” behaviors.
Article
Source:
http://EzineArticles.
c o m / e x p e r t /
Corrinne_D/2246264

Please visit our
website http://www.
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For $3.30 A Week You
Can Help Heal The World!
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

Many people in our world and parts of our planet are in trouble “deep”. Just by simply subscribing to our
newspaper we can all work together to do our part in creating a better future.

Give me a lever long enough and
a fulcrum on which to place
it, and i shall move the world.
Archimedes Circa 287 - 212 BC
Using the wisdom
and idea of leverage
that
Archimedes
has given us, the
people of the world
can now all come
together to start
fixing the problems
we have on earth for

just $3.30 a week.
Then imagine using
the leverage of a 7
day a week paper!

This is the simplicity of the plan. We use a percentage of the combined weekly subscriptions and leverage the
subscriptions and money towards doing whatever things are needed whether they be local or international.
Examples: On a beginning
small scale: If we join 500
subscribers at $3.30 per
week together at the end of
each month we would have
approximately $3,225. At
the end of each month we
take out our running costs
and taxes owed and then
give the remainder to the
Fred Hollows Foundation
to help restore sight to
approximately 129 people a
month.
On a larger scale if we joined
together 50,000 subscribers
using the same percentage
we would have $322,500 at
the end of the month. After
taking out our running
costs, wages, expenses and
paying taxes etc. we give
this amount to the Fred
Hollows Foundation and
give sight back to approx
12,900 people a month and
154,800 people per year.
As the subscriptions get
larger and larger by each
person
recommending
others to take out a $3.30

per week subscription we
can take on larger and
larger projects. Imagine
this, with 500,000 weekly
subscriptions we could
donate approx. $31 million
dollars a month to worthwhile causes.
At the end of each month
after taking out our running
costs and paying taxes
we give half of what we
collect to other worthwhile
projects.
This way using the idea of
leverage from Archimedes
where every reader in
the world can be part of
a
massive
worldwide
movement to help heal the
world.
All the good news stories
that we all create and the
donations we make will
be put into the Newspaper
each week and month.
How truly exciting!
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Container Vegetable Gardening
By Phil Faustini

Container vegetable
gardening is a great
concept that will
help people to do
gardening even if
they have a space
constraint in their
houses.
Especially,
those who
live in
apartments
and
condos will definitely
find this concept
highly useful. The
best thing about this
gardening is that you
can have this garden
anywhere
inside
your home. The only
point you should
ensure is to have a
good ventilation and
sunlight in the place
you choose. The
place should also be
comfortable to work
in.
You should buy the
containers of
the
right size so as to fit
the space you choose.
The containers that
are already available
with you can also be
used. There are no
hard and fast rules
about the sizes of the
containers.
They should
be
of
the right size
to accommodate the
plants you choose
to grow
in your
container vegetable
garden.

The point that is conditions are either
being emphasized not there or can easily
here is that the roots be avoided in this.
of the plants should
be able to grow.
The plants that
can be grown in
The
containers such
containers
should not be very are eggplant, green
heavy because you onions, beans, etc.
may like to move
them when there is a You can also grow
need.
peppers, tomatoes,
lettuce, and squash.
Drainage
holes Those who have
should
be there tried this type of
along
the sides gardening
have
slightly
above succeeded in growing
the bottom. For even cucumbers and
improving
the pole beans.
drainage, you should
put a 1 inch layer of The only thing these
gravel in the bottom plants need is a little
of the containers.
extra care and a little
more space because
The
greatest they need vines for
advantage
in their growth.
container vegetable
gardening is that the You
should
usual hassles that understand
that
are associated with synthetic soil is very
out-door gardening good for this type of
such as unfavorable gardening because
weather conditions, this soil is quite light
soil-borne disease, and drains well.
and
poor
soil

This
synthetic
soil is also capable
of holding moisture
and nutrients. The
composition of this
soil
is compounds
that include wood
chips,
sawdust,
vermiculite,
peat
moss or perlite.
If you want to get
this synthetic soil,
you can get it from
the local retailer who
sells gardening items
or you can make this
mixture yourself.
Superphosphate,
horticultural
grade vermiculite,
limestone, peat moss
and garden fertilizer
are mixed in the
right proportions to
make this synthetic
soil mixture.

will be able to grow from professional
useful plants also.
to novice growers
“Watch Us Grow”
Thank You to all has made believers
of our gardener out of them all.
friends
and
we
really
appreciate Go to http://www.
your support. Please allpurposeplantfood.
contact us anytime com
with any questions,
The Watch Us Grow and try some for
Team.
yourself to see why
the gardening world
Phil
Faustini, is so excited about
Grandson of Stephen “Watch Us Grow”
Source:
Follett, creator of Article
“Watch Us Grow”. http://EzineArticles.
In the 1940’s Stephen c o m / e x p e r t / P h i l _
Follett developed this Faustini/881426
unique Plant Food.

After
many
years of trials and
experiments on all
types of plants and
crops. 1952 was
the year “Watch Us
Grow” was made
available to the
In short, if you public.
do your container
vegetable gardening Since then the
properly, you will positive testimonials
not only enjoy the have poured in from
experience but you all over the world,
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Learn To Play Banjo
The EASY Way!

By Geoffrey White

Here Is Your First Free Lesson, Enjoy

Phone Geoffrey For Lessons In Sydney On: 0434 544 181
Or Go To: https://www.dreamtreebanjos.com/
Learn the NEW
STYLE of easy-tolearn banjo...”PickHammer”.
PickHammer
was
developed
many
years ago out of the
frustration in learning other banjo
styles.

results to prove it.

Banjo is NOT an
easy instrument to
learn,
especially
picking styles. It
takes hours of concentrated
practice
and only the ones
who REALLY want
to learn and play
make it to proficiency.

Karen says” “As a
woman of plus 50
years with no musical ability other than
a long held passion
to play banjo, it was
extremely difficult
for me to find a
teacher.

Success Stories
Micky says: “What
took me 4 years with
another teacher I
learned in 4 weeks
with Geoffrey! Highly recommended.”

My guardian angel
was guiding me the
day I stumbled on
Geoffrey White on
the internet. Geoffrey is an amazingly
patient and supportive teacher.

for beginners because, while learning all the necessary
basic skills, you are
actually learning to
play a tune and produce the wonderful
banjo sounds which
originally sparked
our passion for this
beautiful
instrument...
Geoffrey is helping me to realise my
dream and I highly
recommend him as a
teacher to banjo lovers wanting to learn
or improve their
skills”.

tise, I learned roll
patterns, finger technique and by the end
of our block of lessons, a whole tune!
Couldn’t have done it
without his patience
and banjo wisdom.
Thank you!”
Click on the above
FREE
15-minute
LESSON and experience “Pick-Hammer” and have Geoffrey show you how
easy it is to learn the
banjo...call him for
face to face lessons
on 0434 544 181 or
go to his website at

Pete writes: “I start- www.dreamtreebanjos.
ed my lessons with com
Geoffrey not know- Cheers, Geoffrey
ing very much about
the banjo I received
as a gift for Christmas.

But imagine a twofinger style that is
easy to learn and
gets you playing
right away? Geoffrey developed this
style and has taught
students for close to His method is ideal Through Geoffrey’s
a decade and has the
patience and exper-
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Pain.
(Please Click Picture To Watch The Video)

Personal Testimonial
From The Editor
Of The Good News
Newspaper.
Nick, Chris and all
the fantasic staff
at Burwood Back
Pain have been my
saving grace and
guardian
angel’s
for many years.
Years ago after a
very serious lower
back collapse when
I was bent over and
doubled up in serious

pain, Nick, Chris and
all the staff cared for
me so well that between them they kept
me from having to
spend the rest of my
life in a wheelchair.
Since then they have
rescued me from
quite a number of
serious spinal and
neck problems. I cannot recommend them
all highly enough.
Derek White.

Everything Is Connected.
If One Thing Is Out Of
Alignment, It Can
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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Back Pain No More!
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Visit
The when you require
Trusted Burwood a chiropractor or
Professionals.
one of our many
other services,
Relieve
your Burwood Back
back pain with Pain will look
e x p e r i e n c e d after you.
chiropractic A
services
in comprehensive
Burwood NSW
and
unique
chiropractic
Get
on the health service
road to recovery
sooner
with At
Burwood
Burwood Back Back Pain, our
Pain. We are a mission is to give
family
Health you a unique
Care
Practice, health service by
c o n v e n i e n t l y offering you:
located just 12
kilometres west Same
day
of the Sydney diagnosis
and
CBD. Our team treatment from
of chiropractors our chiropractors
and specialists using the latest
can help with t e c h n i q u e s
neck, back and and
imaging
sports injuries, t e c h n o l o g y .
orthopaedic E x t e n d e d
injuries, wellness c o n s u l t a t i o n s
and work or auto utilising stretch
related accidents. and massage with
every treatment.
The road back
to full mobility P r o g r a m s
following back c o m b i n i n g
pain or injury C h i r o p r a c t i c ,
is not always P h y s i o t h e r a p y
an easy one, so & Massage with

our experienced
Practitioners
Extended hours
of operation to
cater for busy
lifestyles. Neck
or back pain, or
any sort of injury
can
seriously
impair you while
carrying
out
simple, everyday
tasks.
Don’t
put it off any
longer – a visit
to our Burwood
chiropractic clinic
is just what the
doctor ordered.
Servicing
Five
Dock,
Drummoyne,
North Strathfield
and surrounding
suburbs, book an
appointment with
Burwood Back
Pain today – our
chiropractors and
specialists
are
here to help you.
Call us now on 02
9744 7693.

There is nothing Quite like having your
bones in the right place. it is pure bliss!

Visit them soon.
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Bella Dental Care is located on Level One of
the Atlas Building in
Norwest’s commercial
area.
Mission Statement
Working as a team in
a family environment
we welcome people to
experience the highest
quality of dental care
under the strictest hygiene conditions. With
care and integrity we
aim to improve the oral
heath and well being of
the community in which
we live.
What You Can Expect
A clean and professional environment, with
the best dental profes-

sionals, and friendly ity and there are highly
staff members.
skilled dental assistants
maintaining the steriliBella Dental Care will sation of instruments.
try and go above and
beyond to make our We provide...
patients comfortable and General Dentistry
happy. There are many
Check
up,
different
dentists all Dental
with their own individ- Digital x-rays, Clean,
ual specialities that are Scale, Root Planing
able to assist in all fac- (deep clean), Fluoride,
Fissure Sealants, White
tors that you need.
Fillings, Mouthguards,
Dental Technology and Removable Appliances
(Dentures),
Root
Equipment
Canal Treatment and
Bella Dental Care has Extractions.
the latest equipment in
dental x-ray technology. Cosmetic Dentistry
Whitening, Composite
We use digital x-rays Resin and Porcelain
and
that emit minimal ra- Veneers
diation. Our sterilisa- Restorations, Crowns,
tion area and equipment Bridges, Inlays and
are of the highest qual- Onlays.

O r t h o d o n t i c
Treatments
Orthodontic
Plates,
Braces and Invisalign.
Childrens Dentistry
Mouthguards, Fissure
Sealants, Fillings and
Preventive Treatment.
Surgical Dentistry
Implants,
Surgical
Extractions and Wisdom
Tooth Extractions.
Nitrious Oxide
Also known as happy
gas.
Available
for
particularly
anxious
patients.
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How To Restore Natures Balance: One Home At A
Time! Buy, Read & Apply This Book.
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Highly Recommended Reads For 2019
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Some Great Beginning Ideas That We Can
Use The Subscriptions From Our Paper Towards
To Help A Child in Hospital To Lift
their spirits please visit
www.balloonangels.com

The readers of this paper can subscribe and partner with
the Smith Family to help disadvantaged kids.
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Discover The Totally Unique Government
Approved Program To Help You
Make A Passive Income.

Government

Click Here
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A Negotiator’s Work Is
Never Done!

Recently, I
came
across
this nifty
business
quote:
“Every job involves
negotiating.”

re-calibrating
what
matters, what we’ll
put into
a given
commitment to get out
of it a certain amount
of value, utility and
To a seminar provider pleasure.
and keynote speaker
specializing in best Indeed, the
entire
practices in negotiation work/life
balance
and innovations in equation that most of
negotiation, this isn’t us try to nuance is an
a revelation, but it is ongoing negotiation,
a good reminder of giving up a certain
the significant role amount of this to get
negotiation plays in our more of that.
careers.
And as we
can
We negotiate all falter in an official
the
time,
mostly negotiation, for a job,
unconsciously.
a car, a house or an
Just this morning, for education, we can
example, I was doing also stumble when
some goal setting for bargaining
with
the day, against the ourselves.
backdrop of an azure
Pacific Ocean.
(1) We can err when
setting our aspiration
“How many cold levels. Aiming too high
calls should I make?” or too low can spell
I prompted myself, disaster in a negotiation,
being in the midst of as can
aiming not
a
business-building high or low enough,
program.
depending on whether
“How many follow- we are buying or selling.
ups should I make?” I
wondered next.
Selling yourself or
Then I thought about your products and
what my family will be services too low, cutting
doing at the same time too deeply into profits,
I’m selling away.
or setting them too high,
School is out and my scaring away buyers,
brood is likely to want can put you into the
papa for chauffeuring poorhouse.
or bankrolling a day of
diversions.
When
negotiating
“No avoiding that,” I your personal aspiration
mused.
level, deciding “I can
never make that kind
All the while these of
money,”
even
thoughts and plans though this is a major
were percolating I goal, is defeatist, and
was negotiating-with you’ll probably despise
myself.
yourself for settling for
Any
kind
of less out of life.
prioritizing, goal setting,
and time management (2) I love that
activity is a form of disclaimer to be found
bargaining. We make in most prospectuses
deals with ourselves, from Wall Street. “Past
and with our jobs, and performance is not
we do it constantly, a promise of future

performance.” Things
change, and so do
we. Zen practitioners
might say, “You never
step into the same
negotiation, twice.”
Military strategists
warn against “Planning
for yesterday’s wars.”
This means you have
to press the reset button
with each new day and
negotiation partner.
Speaking of the work/
life balance, you may
have decided long
ago, before you entered
a serious personal
relationship, to put
in 14-hour days or to
travel 75% of the time.
Will that work into
the indefinite future?
Something has to give.
(3) One of my
elementary
school
teachers had a sign made
to fit around the class
clock: TIME PASSES:
WILL YOU?
I’m reminded of this
by those that decide
that they’re “Only going
to give so much” to
their employers while
at work. These are the
folks that avoid taking
on more responsibilities
while quipping, “That’s
above my pay grade,”
or “They don’t pay me
for that.”
Strictly speaking, this
is correct, yet by cutting
such restricted deals
with their jobs some
people are limiting their
experiences as well
as opportunities for
training and promotions.

kind of “slow-walking”
is relegated to the
lowest
paid ranks,
study the behavior of
certain multi-million
dollar athletes during or
after their negotiations.

after work.
It might help to
heighten
awareness
of and respect for this
activity if we simply
say a negotiator’s work
is never done!

If they think their
employers are stingy,
many can’t resist
seeking revenge, which
typically ruins their
careers. It’s almost
impossible to play 20%
under your potential.

Dr. Gary S. Goodman
is a top negotiation
speaker,
sales,
service, and marketing
consultant and the bestselling author of more
than a dozen books. His
current book is

It’s a lot easier to give
100% all the time. By
the way, if we withhold
our efforts, we’ll get
into the nasty habit
of doing so, and then,
when we want to excel,
we will probably sputter
because we’re out of
practice.

DR.
GARY
S.
GOODMAN’S
77 h t t p : / / w w w .
BEST PRACTICES negotiationschool.com.
IN NEGOTIATION
available online at Article Source: http://
Amazon, Lulu, and E z i n e A r t i c l e s . c o m /
Barnes & Noble.
expert/Dr._Gary_S._
Goodman/10449
His popular audio
seminars include: “The
Law of Large Numbers:

(4) We negotiate on
the job when we need
to get cooperation
from other people and
departments. When we
seek raises, recognition,
and promotions, we’re
obviously doing the
same. Getting and
keeping
customers
involves
nonstop
negotiations.

at
U.C. Berkeley,
UCLA, and U.C.Santa
Barbara Extension and
speaks at corporate
sales meetings and
conference
and
convention programs
around the world.
He can be contacted
about consulting and
speaking engagements
at
gary@
negotiationschool.com
and his web site is

How To Make Success
Inevitable” and “Crystal
Clear Communication:
How To Explain
Anything Clearly In
Speech & Writing.”
Both are published
by Nightingale-Conant
and are available at
Nightingale dot com.

They’re
also
diminishing their odds
of being able to jump In fact, it is hard to
find a time when we’re President of The
ship for a better deal.
NOT
negotiating, Negotiation School,
Lest you think this before, during, and even Gary conducts seminars
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Think Not What The World
Can Do For You

Think What You Can Do For
The World
Derek White May 2016

What Will Your
Legacy Be?

Times A Ticking
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The 3 Steps You Must Make To
Breakthrough And Be Happy In 2019
By Derek White © January 2018

Article
continued
from page 3...
People also forget.
That achieving one’s
dreams or goals are
not always going to
be a walk in the park
on a pleasant sunny
afternoon with no
barriers whatsoever to
overcome.
If that were the case
every city on earth
would be populated
entirely with multimillionaires, everyone
would be the perfect
weight
and have
perfect health, all the
school kids would
have a
perfect
“Straight
“A”
Education”
and
the perfect state of
“Utopia” (perfection)
would
exist
for themselves or to Start writing down
everyone
and others is that they are word for word the
everything.
converstations
that
seeking a
you are having with
However
for
“Breakthrough” yourself and others
people
to
be
on the subjects of
happy in whatever
of some description. achieving your goals
circumstances
or
and dreams.
situation they find
Several
very
themselves
in I
good ways I have Repeat this step at
have found through
found to achieve least 5 times on the
a lot of research and
discussion
“Breakthroughs” are same
real life observation
of your goals with
as follows.
that there is this
several
different
endless “Niggling”
Once you start people in your life.
(a constant proding or
applying
these
poking of their mind)
methods and keep on Step 2: Once you
where people are
using them, positive have completed this
endlessly saying to
things start
to task start re-reading
themselves and often
snowball and it gets through all your
to others,
easier and easier to discussions with the
apply and you gather different people.
“if only I could do
momentum.
this, achieve that,
For
example: “I
overcome
these
Step 1: Get a pad said” to Mary on
things, then I could
of paper or note book Monday afternoon.
or would be happy’.
or if you want to in
a computer, a word My parents and I
So what they are
were lucky enough
document.
really saying to

tutoring and ask my
parents to go and
live in Europe with
me so I can have
snow around me all
the time so I could
practice every day.

Step 3: Now I
know the
above
is quite a big goal
for someone and to
uproot and change
their whole families
lives completely

They don’t have the
money plus how can
I ask them to leave
their jobs and uproot
their whole lives just
I want to be an for me?
Olympic Ice Skater
and
Win a Gold Now once you have
Medal. “Mary said” written down your
that is a Wonderful conversations start
Goal. Go for it!!
going over them in
fine detail and
“I said” I know
all
I really feel great “highlight
about it “but I don’t negative words or
have the money and sentences that imply
cannot get time off or suggest there is a
from school” and I negative thing there
would have to leave that can or could
school early, get stop you achieving
private, expensive your goal”.

but we
are
talking
about
achieving
one’s
goals and dreams
right? This is what
I meant earlier
when I said on page
3.

to go on holiday to
Switzerland this year
and I got to ski for
one whole month
everyday. The female
instructor there who
has won a Gold
Medal herself said
I was a complete
Natural
and
she
would like to train
me for the Olympics.

Article continued
on page 27.
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It’s Just
$25 To Help
Restore
Someone’s
Sight

https://www.hollows.org/au/donate
Thol was living with
her four children,
Chang, 18, Jay, 13,
Thas, 8, and baby
Cheet. When she was
pregnant with Cheet,
she developed cataract blindness in both
eyes. If that wasn’t
bad enough, her husband abandoned her –
he didn’t want a wife
who was blind.

to school and spent
their days fishing or
collecting and selling
bags of rubbish for
a meagre sum. Thol
would stay at home,
isolated. Unable to
keep an eye on her
baby, she’d constantly
reach
for Cheet,
afraid that he would
crawl off the platform
and hurt himself.

With four children to
support, Thol found
herself alone and reliant on her children
for her food and care.
She couldn’t work or
move around freely so she spent her
days isolated in their
makeshift home – a
tiny bamboo structure
balanced on a wooden
platform to keep the
floodwater at bay.

These brave children
faced a painful reality
every single day. With
their mother unable
to make a living, they
needed to do whatever
they could to avoid
starvation.

There was barely
any shelter: when it
rained, the family
huddled under a rickety tin roof and a torn
plastic sheet.
How could things
have gotten so bad?
Before her operation,
Thol and her four
children were facing
tough circumstances.
Her
three
eldest
children couldn’t go

Life is cruel for many
children, but the
shocking part of this
situation is how easily

it could be changed.
Our supporters helped
turn
Thol’s life
around. See how by
reading on...

Luckily, Dr Sarath
was able to travel to
Thol’s town. He’s a
young
Cambodian
surgeon who was
trained in cataract
Thol lived a mere 10 surgery with the
minutes away from support of The Fred
the nearest hospital - Hollows Foundation.
but there was no eye
surgeon.
Now he spends his
time restoring sight
The
history
of to as many fellow
Cambodia
means Cambodians as he
that today, there is a can. He wants to do
severe lack of eye- even more because
care services. In a he knows there are
country of 15 million so many people like
people, there are only Thol – and for every
34 eye surgeons. For person like Thol, there
people like Thol, who are those who depend
live in rural areas and on them.
who can barely afford
the food they eat, They got their mother
travelling to seek help back.
is nearly impossible.
Surgical procedures
can take a bit of

time to truly show
results – but with
cataract surgery, the
results are almost
immediate. Thol had
spent years in misery
and her children
bore the brunt of her
blindness. But with a
15 minute operation,
their situation was
reversed.

saw the condition
of her home and
surrounds. It shocked
her. This wasn’t the
life she wanted for
her children.
These days, she’s
selling vegetables and
her older children are
going to school. Jay,
Thas and Chang don’t
have to fight for their
survival. They can be
kids again. They’re
being looked after
and baby Cheet is
now playing happily
under his mother’s
watchful
eye.

Even
before
her
eye patches
were
removed, Thol knew
that her life had
changed. As Dr Sarath
removed
Thol’s
patches, her children
waited in tense hope.
Would they get their Please see page 23 to
mother back?
see Thol getting her
eyesight back.
They had their answer
when Thol opened her
eyes. She took baby
Cheet’s face in her
hands and saw him for
the first time. “He’s
fat!” she exclaimed.
I’m so happy with my
successful surgery...
on New Year, I am
dancing!
- Thol, recipient of
cataract surgery
When Thol could see
again, the smiling
faces of her beautiful
children beamed back
at her. But she also
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Quote Of The Week!
see how you can apply it to make your LIFE and
other people’s lives better.

There Are No
Limits To What
You Can
Accomplish,
Except The
Limits You Place
On Your Own
Thinking.
Brian Tracy
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The 3 Steps You Must Make To
Breakthrough And Be Happy In 2019

By Derek White © January 2018

Article continued
from page 24

When I say
people
have
to make a Very
Real and a Very
Strong Decision
to Succeed.
What I mean by
this is that they have
to literally brush
aside any and all
negative or weak
emotions or thoughts
that say in some way
shape or form that
they cannot do what
is required to make
their dream or goal a
tied down by the debt and dreams whether opinion much better
reality.
of the mortgage.
they be small or large. qualified and trained
artists and with myself
All the debts would How else do you having had zero
Once you
have
be gone and we think I
left home training as an artist to
gone through all
would
have
the in the UK, broke show a friend who said
your notes on your
money to do all the and moving away to me over and over
converstions
and
things we want to from home and from that he could never
highlighted all the
do and I could train a completely dead win a competion.
negatives, scrub out all
everyday for the end job with Zero
the negatives and reOlympics and one prospects of a better The highly qualified
write those negative
day I could win a life?
Judge
of
the
sections with positive
Gold Medal.
competition said he
words such as.
Then I traveled had never seen such
Now how does that and
worked in amazing
artwork
Mum and Dad have
feel compared to the 30+ countries doing and gave me all the
been saying for quite
negative self talk?
all sorts of jobs and money he had been
a while now that they
experiencing many given to judge the
are completely bored
For people
who things,
finding competition.
and fed up with their
want to really achieve what life was really
jobs and want a new
their dreams and about, grew a huge
life.
goals they have to business with
my How did I start this
completely change wife Catherine
in Newspaper
from
Why don’t I ask them
their whole dialogue, Australia.
scratch with
no
to sell the house,
their whole language
formal training as a
and we all move to
what they are thinking Had a Miricle Child Graphic Artist or in
Europe. They would
and speaking and against all Medical Journalism?
have a better, happier,
doing then they have odds.
healthier and more
to take completely
For it to now have
exciting life and get
different
decisive In one month I won spread into around
jobs that are more
and positive actions a Special Art Prize 20 countries or more
fulfilling and they
if they ever want Competition Award with many thousands
could achieve all their
to have a hope of against
hundreds of readers and getting
dreams and goals
achieving their goals of other even in my positive
feedback
because they are not

about it all the time.
The Newspaper will
continue on growing
into many more
countries and getting
many more thousands
of readers.

and will not help me
achieve what I want
to acheive, erasing
them and rewriting
the dialogue and
converstion with a
positive outcome and
then taking positive
How do you think actions
towards
creating,
starting achiving that positive
and
launching dialogue.
a
Government
Approved
Global I hope in someway
H u m a n i t a r i a n this article has been
Education
Based helpful and useful
Organisation
to to the people who
help
wipe
out are reading it. And I
U n e m p l o y m e n t , hope that your 2019
Poverty and Financial is a much better or
Hardship on Planet improved one than
Earth came to be?
2018. Kind regards
Derek White Editor.
All of this and so © January 2019
much
more
has
been achieved
by
going over
and
writing
down the
conversations
and
dialogues in my head
and with others.
Looking at
and
finding all the parts
that are not positive
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Why Suffer? Be Happy Again

Get

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

To Buy This Book For Just $17
Simply Click
On The Affiliate Link Below

http://abd671shio292q4jseo3vq9t07.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=DSH
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Shake Up A Healthy,
Nutritious Smoothie
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

By Alana Ramsey, Healthy Life Nutritionist

When you feel like
something nourishing
to eat but don’t
have much time to
prepare, a healthy and
nutritious smoothie is
a great alternative.
Using
fresh
ingredients,
a
smoothie can be
prepared in a blender
in just minutes.

spirulina, chlorella and
green tea (as well as
its potent antioxidant
effects, it may also aid
weight loss).
Ingredients
4 heaped tsp (20g)
Passion
Projects
complex
berry
superfood powder
6
medium
strawberries
(or
a mixture of your
favourite berries)
1 tbsp chia seeds
1 cup green tea
(cooled)
4-5 ice cubes
2 tbsp protein powder
(optional)

You can be as
creative as you like
with your ingredients
by
experimenting
with
different
fruit,
vegetables,
seeds, superfoods,
supplements, teas,
milks and other Method
nutrients to produce Blend on high speed
a delicious smoothie for about 30 seconds.
that suits all taste
buds in the family.
Did you know?
Superfoods are so
Here are some named because of
nutritious gluten free their powerful action
recipes to get you against free radicals
started.
in the body. They
may improve energy,
Very-Berry Energy c a r d i o v a s c u l a r
Shake.
function,
skin
appearance and help
Complete
with promote a strong
energy boosting and immune system.
potent antioxidants,
this
smoothie Dark Choc Banana
combines a mixture Slimmer.
of
great
tasting
superfoods designed Need to ditch some
to repair
and of those extra kilos
rejuvenate your whole after the holiday
body,
promoting season? This filling
health on the inside shake is low in sugar,
and out.
can be used as a small
meal or snack and
S u p e r f o o d tastes so good you’ll
ingredients in the never feel like you’re
Passion
Projects missing out.
complex
berry
superfood
powder Protein is a great
include freeze dried addition to a weight
acai, noni and goji loss shake as it
berries, sea vegetables promotes
fullness

Brought To You By www.healthylife.net.au
and satisfaction. It of your choice)
also reduces cravings 2 tbsp Vital Protein
for sweet snacks by supplement
balancing blood sugar 1 tsp raw cacao
levels.
powder
1 ripe banana
Vital Protein, a 2 tsp agave syrup or
supplement
made raw honey to taste
from
peas,
is 1 tbsp LSA
recommended
as 4-5 ice cubes
it is easily digested Method
and is gluten and Blend on high speed
dairy free. Coconut for about 30 seconds
oil, beneficial for
weight loss, provides Did you know?
medium chain fatty Coconut
oil is a
acids (MCFA) which healthy oil to cook
can be readily burned with as it is heat
up by the body for resistant and does
energy rather than not turn into harmful
being stored as fat.
trans-fat
during
cooking. Try it when
Ingredients
grilling
and stir
1 tsp Healthy Life frying.
certified
organic
coconut oil
Clean
Green
1 cup unsweetened Smoothie
almond milk (or milk The perfect start to

the day, this smoothie
contains spirulina one of the world’s
best
superfoods,
providing
more
phytonutrients and
antioxidants per serve
than most fruits and
vegetables.

1 cup coconut water
2 thick rings fresh
pineapple
3cm
wide (or 1/2 cup
unsweetened
pineapple juice)

10 large fresh mint
leaves
4-5 ice cubes
Combined
with Method
fruits that contain Blend on high speed
enzymes to assist for about 30 seconds
in the digestion of
proteins and nutrient Did you know? Fruits
absorption as well that are in season,
as coconut water taste more delicious,
for rehydration, this are more nutritious
super juice will kick and also cheaper! For
start your digestive even more of a boost,
system and have you try including leafy
bouncing out the door green vegetables.
with energy.
Ingredients
2 tsp spirulina
powder
1 kiwi fruit
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Do You Want To Listen To
Some Positive Talk Radio With
Solutions Offered?

Then Tune Into
www.healthylife.net
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Dear Readers, Please Get Behind A Great
Youth Radio Station In Perth Western
Australia That’s Making A Difference

http://www.youthjamradio.com

Perth’s Positive
Alternative
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Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com
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Classified Advertising 02 9837
If you would like to advertise in our paper please call Derek or Cath
on the following numbers Sydney Australia ( 02 ) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 Cath’s Mobile 0423 470 701.
We distribute Online to 196 Countries via Facebook, Linkedin,
Twitter and email and getting a lot of great feedback
from Readers

Advertising Deadline 12 O’clock Every Friday
PRUDENTIAL PARTNERS Chartered Accountants
Level 4, 47 York Street Sydney NSW 2000
Australia T + 61 2 9290 2640 F + 61 2 9290 2641
info@prudentialpartners.com.au

Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

www.healthelicious.com.au email: orders@healthelicious.com.au telephone: +61 (0)2 9552 3311
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443

Whole Page Advertising
With Full Colour: $200
+ gst Per Week ($220.00)

Half Page
Advertising
With Full
Colour $100
+ gst Per Week
($110)

Quarter Page
Advertising With
Full Colour $50.00
+ gst Per Week
($55.00)
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